Abstract-In this supplementary appendix we provide proofs and additional extensive simulations that complement the analysis of the main paper (constrained perturbation regularization approach for signal estimation using random matrix theory).
I. PROPERTIES OF THE COPRA FUNCTION S (γ O )
Firstly, we discuss the general properties of the COPRA function
where b U H y. The COPRA characteristic equation is a function of the problem parameters, the received signal, and the unknown regularizerγ o . Our main interest is to find a positive root for (1) . Before that, and to simplify the properties analysis of the COPRA function, we will assume that M/N ≈ 1 1 . Thus, (1) can be written as
Before proceeding further, we will define the following two functions
and
Proof: Starting from (6), we can write this equation as
Now, evaluating the limit of (8) asγ o approaches +∞ yields
It can be clearly seen that the limit in (9) is equal to zero. However, the COPRA function approaches the zero from the negative direction.
Property I.6. The functions (4) are completely monotonic in the interval (0, +∞).
Proof: According to [1] , [2] , a function F (γ o ) is completely monotonic if it satisfies
where (.) (n) is the n'th derivative of the function. By continuously differentiating S 1 (γ o ) and S 2 (γ o ) we can easily show that the two functions are satisfying the monotonic condition in (10). (2) has at most two roots in the interval (0, +∞) .
Proof:
The proof of Theorem I.1 will be conducted in two steps. Firstly, it has been shown in [3] , [4] that any completely monotonic function can be approximated as a sum of exponential functions. That is, if F (γ o ) is a completely monotonic function, it can be approximated as
where l is the number of the terms in the sum. It has been shown that a best uniform approximation for F (γ o ) always exists, and the error in this approximation gets smaller as we increase the number of the terms l. However, our main concern here is the relation defined by (11) more than finding the best number of terms or the unknown parameters a i and k i . To conclude, both functions S 1 (γ o ) in (3) and S 2 (γ o ) in (4) can be approximated by a sum of exponential functions. We can assume that l is large enough such that the approximation error in (11) is negligible. Secondly, it is shown in [5] that the sum of exponential functions has at most two intersections with the abscissa. Consequently, and since the relation in (2) can be expressed as a sum of exponential functions, the function S (γ o ) has at most two roots in the interval (0, +∞). (2) is zero (i.e., ǫ is a positive root for (2) ). However, we are not interested in this root.
Theorem I.2. There always exists a sufficiently small positive value ǫ, such that
ǫ → 0 + and ǫ ≪ σ 2 i N , ∀i ∈ [0, M ], where the COPRA function S (γ o ) in
Proof:
To start with, let ǫ =γ o , such that ǫ → 0
As a result, equation (6) can be written as
Due to the properties of ǫ, (12) can be approximated as
Now, to simplify (13), let us define
i . Substituting these two new variables in (13) then manipulating result in
Solving S (ǫ) = 0 from (14), we obtain one real root and two imaginary roots. The real root is given by
where
Now, we would like to know if this real root is positive or not. For (15) to be positive, the following condition must hold
By using (17), we can write (18) as
which can be easily proved. This concludes that ǫ is a positive real root for the COPRA function in (2) . Secondly, we would like to know if ǫ can be considered as a value for our regularization parameterγ o . A direct way to prove that can be noted from the fact that having ǫ ≪ As a remark, we can assume that the approximation in (13) is uniform such that it does not affect the position of the roots.
Thus, we can claim that this root is not coming from the negative region of the x axis. However, we can easily prove that the function in (12) does not have a negative real root that is close to zero (at least in the region from 0 to -2). Thus, this root is not coming from the negative region as a result of approximating the function (i.e., perturbed root).
Theorem I.3. The COPRA function S (γ o ) has a unique positive root in the interval (ǫ, +∞).
According to Theorem I.1, the function S (γ o ) can have no root, one, or two roots. However, we have already proved in Theorem I.2 that there exists a significantly small positive root for COPRA function atγ o,1 = ǫ but we are not interested in this root. In other words, we would like to see if there exists a second root for S (γ o ) in the interval (ǫ, +∞).
Property I.4 shows that the COPRA function starts from a negative value, whereas Property I.5 states that the COPRA function approaches zero at +∞ from a negative value. This means that the COPRA function has a negative value before ǫ, then it switches to the positive region after that. Since Property I.5 guarantees that the COPRA function approaches zero from a negative direction asγ o approaches +∞, then S (γ o ) has an extremum in the interval (ǫ, +∞) and this extremum is actually a maximum point. If the point of the extremum is considered to beγ o,m , then the function starts decreasing forγ o >γ o,m until it approaches the second zero crossing atγ o,2 . As Theorem I.1 states clearly that we cannot have more than two roots, we conclude that the COPRA function in (2) has only one unique positive root over the interval (ǫ, +∞).
A. Finding the root of S (γ o )
To find the positive root of the COPRA function S (γ o ) in (2), Newton's method [6] can be used. The function S (γ o ) is differentiable in the interval (ǫ, +∞) and the expression of the first derivative S ′ (γ o ) can be easily obtained. Newton's method can then be applied in a straightforward manner to find this root. Starting from an initial value γ n=0 o > ǫ that is sufficiency small, the following iterations are performed:
The iterations stop when |S(γ n+1 o )| < ρ, where ρ is a sufficiently small positive quantity.
B. Convergence
The convergence of Newton's method can be easily proved. 
C. COPRA summery
The proposed COPRA can be summarized as in Algorithm 1. 
II. EXTENSION: NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present an additional simulation results for the proposed COPRA.
Firstly, the model matrix is generated as H ∈ C 100×90 , H ∼ CN (0, I) with i.i.d entries. This H is combined with x ∼ N (0, I) that has an i.i.d. elements. The performance is evaluated in terms of normalized MSE (NMSE) versus signalto-noise-ratio (SNR) defined as SNR Hx Secondly, the matrix H is generated as H ∈ R 100×100 , H ∼ N (0, I) that has an i.i.d entries. This H is combined with a stochastic Gaussian signal x that has an independent but not identically distributed (i.n.d.) entries of zero mean and unit variance. The performance is presented as the NMSE versus SNR (in dB) and is evaluated over 10 5 different noise and H realizations at each SNR value.
From Fig 2, it can be observed that the proposed COPRA outperforms all the benchmark methods over all the SNR values. It is also clear that the LS performance it above 10 dB overall the SNR range, which makes it completely unreliable. Finally, a different scenario of the transmitted signal is considered where x is taken to be a gray encoded 8-ary QAM signal with unit power and the model matrix is generated as H ∈ C 100×100 , H ∼ CN (0, I). In this example, the performance is evaluated in terms of the bit error rate (BER), and also the NMSE. Noise is added to Hx according to a certain E b /N o (energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio) (in dB) to generate y. Performance is presented as the BER versus E b /N o (in dB), and also the NMSE (in dB) versus E b /N o (in dB). The performance of all the methods is evaluated over 10 5 different realizations of the noise z and the matrix H at each E b /N o value. Fig. 3a plots the BER versus E b /N o (in dB). It is evident that the proposed COPRA outperforms all the benchmark methods and stay very close to the LMMSE especially in the range from 0 to 15 dB E b /N o where it offers exactly the BER provided by the LMMSE estimator. Fig. 3b depicts the comparison between the methods in terms of the NMSE. Again, we can observe that the proposed COPRA outperforms all the methods and performs almost identically to the LMMSE estimator in the low E b /N o range. 
